WORK ACTIVITIES

UP TO END OF DECEMBER

HURULUWEWA DIVISION
Improvements to FC16 in LBMC in Huruluwewa
Improvements to FC3/7A/FC3/7C/RBMC in Huruluwewa

Now
Improvement to FC 64/RB Main Canal in Huruluwewa Scheme
Improvements to LBMC D9 FC 03 in Huruluwewa
Improvements to LBMC D9 FC 03 in Huruluwewa
Improvements to LBMC D9 FC 7B in Huruluwewa
Improvements to LBMC (170Acs) in Manankattiya
Now
Improvements to FCI, FC2, FC3, FC4, of LBMC Manankattiya
Conducting of Base Line survey for Parangiyawadiya scheme
Conducting of Base Line survey for Dematawewa scheme
REPAIRS TO IDQ 09
IMPROVEMENT TO PETHIYANNEKADA 3RD SLUICE ROAD
THANK YOU